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Introduction

Bitcoin is a digital currency system with transparent safeguards
and a peer-to-peer network that functions outside the purview of
a central bank or administrator. Introduced in a 2008 white paper
by Satoshi Nakamoto (an alias), Bitcoin innovated blockchain
technology and disrupted the modern banking system with
enhanced efficiency, independence and financial inclusivity.
As often occurs with transformational technologies, the digital
currency claims its fair share of critics who tend to focus on the
network’s energy consumption. By providing comparative context
and identifying the types of energy used, this paper addresses
misconceptions about Bitcoin’s carbon footprint and the role it
plays as a catalyst towards change in the global financial system.

The utility of the exchanges made possible by
Bitcoin will far exceed the cost of electricity used.
Therefore, not having Bitcoin is a net waste.
Satoshi Nakamoto
Bitcoin founder
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SECTION 01

Bitcoin’s Primary
Energy Use
Bitcoin’s energy consumption is directed at three primary goals:
strong security safeguards, the fair distribution of the currency
and the opportunity for anyone anywhere to participate on equal
footing. Where is this energy invested? According to Galaxy
Digital, it’s heavily invested in three main areas:
1

Nodes that validate and broadcast transactions

2

Pools that coordinate miners’ activities globally

3

Mining devices

The vast majority of energy utilization comes from mining devices
like application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). These devices
introduce new coins into circulation and confirm transactions on
the blockchain network.
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Mining Explained
Miners are essentially auditors that verify the legitimacy
of transactions and prevent the same digital currency
from being spent more than once. This mining takes
place on the Bitcoin blockchain. For the uninitiated, the
blockchain is a decentralized digital database managed
by a network of peer-to-peer “miners” who authenticate
transactions across several computers (or “nodes”) and
record them as a permanent entries (or “blocks”) on an
irreversible timeline (or “chain”) of data. Mining is the
underlying method by which new blocks are created and
linked together.
As part of the verification process, miners use
sophisticated hardware devices to solve a complex
computational math problem (or “hash”). Once solved,
the new permanent entry is added to the blockchain, and
the miner receives compensation (or “block reward”)
through coins and transaction fees. These operations
require significant computational power from miners
all over the world, and Bitcoin has a system in place to
verify that the miners actually did the work.
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Figure 1: Finding the next block - A blockchain is a data
structure where information is stored in blocks and
cryptographically chained together through mining.

GENESIS BLOCK
Data: ...
Prev. Hash: 0000...
Hash: 00...9e6ec1.....

2ND BLOCK
Data: ...
Prev. Hash: 0000...
Hash: 00...9e6ec1.....

3RD BLOCK
Data: ...
Prev. Hash: 0000...
Hash: 00...9e6ec1.....
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Consensus Verification
Bitcoin brings decentralized financial freedom to the
masses, and as such, it is not governed by a central
authority. For a decentralized system to work, it must
solve the double-spend problem, a situation where
the same funds could potentially be spent more than
once. Unlike physical money, attempts can be made
to replicate or falsify digital money. In order to ensure
that participants in the digital ecosystem act honestly,
the network nodes use a consensus mechanism to
come into agreement and generate confidence in the
system. Bitcoin’s consensus algorithm is called Proof
of Work (PoW).
PoW does not prove the block’s validity but rather the
amount of energy required to generate it, and this
proof is a prerequisite for adding a new block to the
chain. The nodes connecting the peer-to-peer network
will only validate a block if it contains a Proof-of-Work
confirmation. This protects the network by making it
more difficult for hostile actors to add invalid blocks.
All of these computations across several computers
consume a significant amount of energy, but this
consumption is necessary for the Bitcoin network to
function properly. If a miner’s node attempts to include
a fraudulent transaction, other nodes will reject it, and
the miner will be forced to pay the penalty without the
possibility of receiving the block reward. The miner will
have also wasted electricity and computational power
at his or her own expense. The PoW system encourages
miners to follow the rules, and it’s a major reason why
there are no reported instances of double spending.
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Mining devices account for
roughly 99.8% of Bitcoin’s
energy consumption

Figure 2: Distributed + Decentralized Networks - Bitcoin has
no single point of failure and no single entity can control the
network because it is both distributed and decentralized.

Distributed

Decentralized
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Proof of Work vs. Proof of Stake
Bitcoin critics sometimes compare it with other
cryptocurrencies that use Proof of Stake (PoS), a
different consensus mechanism with lower energy
needs. PoS protocols work by selecting validators in
proportion to their quantity of holdings in the associated
cryptocurrency, meaning a miner’s ability to mine or
validate transactions is proportional to the number of
coins he or she owns. In other words, PoS attempts to
overcome the computation issue by tying mining power
to wealth.

Figure 3: Centralized Networks - A small group or
single entity can control PoS cryptocurrencies because
they are centralized.

Centralized

PoS might utilize less energy, but at what cost?
This alternative mechanism edges back toward a
centralized authority that prioritizes personal wealth.
Several options exist for improving the sustainability of
the Bitcoin network (see Section 3 below), but the PoS
option dilutes the foundational principles that made
Bitcoin the world’s first true cryptocurrency, namely
the need for an equitable, borderless and decentralized
currency where people around the world can participate
on an equal playing field. Bitcoin remains committed
to Proof of Work because the benefits and value far
outweigh the energy costs.
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Bitcoin Comparisons

Bitcoin Energy-Consumption Rates
The University of Cambridge Bitcoin Electricity Consumption
Index (CBECI) updates Bitcoin’s energy use every 24 hours,
and it currently utilizes about 120 terawatt hours of electricity
per year for its estimated 100+ million global users. How does
Bitcoin’s energy use compare to the gold and banking sectors?
The answer might surprise you.

World’s Energy
Consumption

Bitcoin consumes roughly
0.5% of the world’s energy
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Bitcoin vs. Gold
Gold has several qualities that make it valuable — it’s
scarce, durable and fungible — and in contrast to traditional
fiat currencies like the dollar or euro, no government can
dilute gold by simply making more of it. A century ago,
many countries utilized the gold standard as a monetary
system that linked their national currencies to the price of
gold. Countries like Britain and the United States stopped
using the gold standard in the 1930s, and today, gold does
not serve as a monetary system but as a store of value.
Using data on 2018 gold production, a 2021 Galaxy Digital
report estimated that the gold industry consumes 241
terawatt hours per year and emits more than 100 million
metric tons of carbon dioxide (CO2). Moreover, most
of the energy consumed in gold mining comes from
fossil fuels like coal, and industrial mining has negative
effects on landscapes and produces significant toxic
waste. For example, mining companies generate about
20 tons of toxic waste for every 0.333-ounce mined
gold, and it incurs an additional human cost with more
than 100 mining-related deaths each year.

Figure 4: Traits of Bitcoin vs Gold - Bitcoin has many more
desirable traits than Gold does.

TRAITS

BITCOIN GOLD

Fungible
Durable
Scarce
Prone to counterfeit
Portable
Programmable
Censorship Resistant

Figure 5: Comparisons of Annual Environmental Costs:
Gold vs Bitcoin

Energy (GJ) Tonnes CO2
Gold Mining

Gold mining and recycling
creates 3x more tonnes
of carbon dioxide per year
than Bitcoin does
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475 million

54 million

Gold Recycling

25 million

4 million

Bitcoin Mining

183 million

22 million
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Bitcoin vs. Banking Industry
The same 2021 report estimated the banking sector
consumes 264 terawatt hours per year and generates
significant waste and CO2 through money printing, coin
stamping, branch operations, ATMs and transportation,
to name a few. When the cost of personnel, office
space, computer systems, printing, security services
and transportation are all factored in, the carbon cost
is exceptionally high. A 2014 academic paper by Hass
McCook estimated that the banking system produces
about 390 million metric tons of CO2. Furthermore, the
federal production of fiat currency adds significantly
more energy consumption (40 million gigajoules) and
CO2 emissions (7 million metric tons).

Figure 6: Traits of Bitcoin vs Fiat - Bitcoin is a significantly
more desirable as a money than Fiat is.

TRAITS

BITCOIN FIAT

Fungible
Durable
Scarce
Prone to counterfeit
Portable
Programmable
Censorship Resistant

31% of the world’s population
do not have a bank account
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The global banking system
uses 12x more energy than
Bitcoin mining
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The Social Cost of Fiat

ATMs and bank branches were
responsible for roughly 400 Mt
of carbon dioxide in 2014

Money is printed by governments and central banks.
Its value and dependability are inextricably linked to
the trust put in its issuing authority. This is referred to
as fiat money.
Bitcoin is unique in that it is not issued or managed by
any bank or government. Its network is self-contained
and unconnected to the existing financial infrastructure.
Money systems in many regions of the world are highly
politicized, surveillant, inefficient and centered on
politics rather than commerce. In developing countries,
these systems are highly susceptible to inflation, fraud
and rapid depreciation that can wipe out personal
savings. Traditional banking also keeps many people
out of the global economy, with 31 percent of the world
population currently unbanked and living in a closed
economy.
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Bitcoin, by contrast, is an inclusive system that's open
to everyone and better reflects the needs of the growing
global economy. Energy consumption is part of the
cost associated with a more equitable and accessible
system that offers significantly more value than gold,
banking and fiat currencies, which come at a much
higher cost to energy resources and the environment.
Moreover, energy invested in Bitcoin often means
reduced energy use in these antiquated systems.
It ultimately comes down to a question of values.
Bitcoin offers a global solution to an inequitable system
that limits financial mobility for many nations and their
citizens. Is it better to invest energy in the solution or to
invest even more energy in the problem? Keep in mind,
those who prefer to keep investing in the broken system
might be the same entities who continue to profit off it.

Figure 7: Comparisons of Annual Environmental Costs:
Fiat vs Bitcoin

Energy (GJ) Tonnes CO2
Minting Paper
Currency

39.6 Million

6.7 million

Banking System

2.34 billion 390 million

Bitcoin Mining

183 million

22 million
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Bitcoin Energy Mix

Current Energy Mix
“Energy consumption is not equivalent to carbon emissions,”
wrote the Harvard Business Review in 2021 while highlighting
reports that 39 to 73 percent of Bitcoin’s energy consumption is
carbon neutral. “Even if the lower number is correct, that’s still
almost twice as much as the U.S. grid, suggesting that looking
at energy consumption alone is hardly a reliable method for
determining Bitcoin’s carbon emissions.”
CoinShares, an asset management and analysis firm, explored
Bitcoin’s energy sources and found that the bulk of its electricity
use comes from clean sources such as wind, solar and
hydropower. Likewise, the Cambridge Center of Finance found
that 62 percent of global miners utilize hydropower for at least
some of their electricity; 38 percent use coal or other fossil fuelrelated energy sources; and roughly 39 percent use a combination
of solar, wind and geothermal energy.
Nearly all energy must be produced in the vicinity of its end
users. Bitcoin is the exception. Miners can do their job almost
anywhere and utilize underused and stranded energy resources.
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39-73%
of Bitcoin’s energy
consumption is carbon neutral

62%
of global miners utilize
hydropower for at least some
of their electricity
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Shift Towards Renewables
Renewable energy sources account for the majority of
electricity generation in several Bitcoin mining hubs,
including Iceland (100 percent), Quebec (99.8 percent),
British Columbia (98.4 percent), Norway (98 percent)
and Georgia (81 percent). The United States Energy
Information Administration (USEIA) also found that
data miners are relocating at an increasing rate to more
environmentally friendly regions.

To further put consumption rates in context, a 2021
Bitcoin Mining Council study found that 56 percent
of cryptocurrency miners power their operations
with some form of renewable energy, the highest
percentage of any large-scale industry.

Figure 8: Primary Energy Sustainable Power Mix Percentage for Selected Countries and Regions
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49.5%

48.9%

30.5%

30.0%
22.7%

20.7%
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World
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Canada

South Korea
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Bitcoin miners
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21.4%
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The Efficient Use of Renewable Energy Sources
Bitcoin promotes the efficient use of renewable energy,
and growing demand will have a positive impact on
elevating renewable resources.
To quote a 2021 white paper on climate change and
Bitcoin, "Ark Invest modeled the potential impact of
Bitcoin mining on solar and wind markets and found
that Bitcoin mining could accelerate the transition
to renewables by helping to solve intermittency and
congestion problems. According to this model, under
normal conditions solar could supply only 40 percent of
grid power before utilities need to raise prices. However,
by playing arbitrage between electricity and bitcoin
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prices, as well as selling surplus solar energy to miners,
solar can supply almost all grid power demands without
lowering profitability, and transfigure intermittent power
resources into baseload-capable generation stations."
Ark Invest, founded by trailblazing CEO Cathie Wood,
is a major asset management firm that famously
championed companies like Tesla when few others
did. To paraphrase the quote above, Ark Invest believes
the energy invested in Bitcoin mining is an indirect
investment in the innovation and implementation of
renewable energy infrastructure.
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Positive Impacts on the Energy Sector
Bitcoin & Natural Gas Flaring

15

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

According to the U.S. Energy Association, most
natural gas produced today is a byproduct of
oil extraction, but delivering this gas to market
requires specialized pipeline infrastructure that’s
prohibitively expensive and limited by regulatory and
geographical constraints. As a result, companies
often “flare” the natural gas, i.e., discharge it into
the atmosphere by burning it off. The EIA reports
that the U.S. vented and flared 1.48 billion cubic
feet of natural gas per day in 2019, a record high.
According to Quartz, gas flaring contributes to
one percent of global CO2 emissions and wastes
hundreds of millions of dollars in natural resources
every year. Eliminating routine flaring would be a big
step toward our climate goal.

Bitcoin, not the banking or gold industries, brings a
solution to natural gas flaring. Bitcoin miners around
the world have started taking advantage of stranded
natural gas resources, giving producers a means
to monetize what they traditionally discarded and
reduce harmful emissions considerably. The cost
of electricity is a critical factor in making a mining
operation successful, and natural gas converted
into electricity and utilized on-site is a win-win-win
for miners, producers and the environment.
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Renewable Curtailment
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PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Variable Renewable Energy (VRE) is a type of
renewable energy that is not always accessible
when needed. By comparison, on-demand energy
generated by a nuclear or coal power plant is
available at any point in time. Solar and wind
energy are the bulk of VRE. Due to the high cost,
inefficiency or impracticality of storing energy in the
grid or batteries, excess energy is often discarded
in a practice known as “curtailment.” Renewable
curtailment occurs when energy is wasted because
the supply exceeds the demand, and a massive
investment in renewable energy has led to greater
energy surpluses and losses.

Bitcoin runs 24/7 with no downtime, and its miners
can provide a constant and reliable demand for VRE
that utilizes excess supply and helps facilitate an
efficient supply-demand balance. Situating mining
equipment on existing solar and wind farms is
an appealing solution for utility-scale renewable
plant operators worldwide. To put it another way,
whenever there is an excess of unused electricity,
it can be utilized to mine bitcoins.
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Balancing the Grid
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PROBLEM

SOLUTION

The electricity dispensed to the grid should equal
the amount used; otherwise, the grid will fail.
The recent increase in renewable production —
which can fluctuate depending on weather and
energy demands — makes this more complicated.
Generators must account for these constant
fluctuations, especially with the lack of simple and
cost-effective ways to store large amounts of power
for extended periods of time. If more electricity is
fed into the system than is being consumed, the
electrical frequency will rise as will the risk of grid
disconnect. For this reason, excess power must be
discarded.

When it comes to energy storage, most people think
about batteries, which are actually one of the most
expensive and inefficient ways to store energy.
Bitcoin miners are a one-of-a-kind solution to this
problem as an indirect energy storage solution.
Because grid overload poses a risk to the power
system, shipping containers outfitted with bitcoin
miners is an effective solution that may be deployed
at energy grid chokepoints. When energy production
fluctuates throughout the day, these miners can use
the excess energy to reduce grid pressure while not
curtailing its power.
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Bitcoin and Misinformation

The Need for Context
Without context, unwary readers may reach conclusions that
either understate or exaggerate the true nature and scale
of a problem. That’s what happened with Bitcoin’s energy
consumption. Some in the media compare the annual energy
use to that of small countries, which sounds alarming. However,
these figures are often misleading. Not all types of energy use
are the same, and finding credible and comparable datasets is
more complicated and requires greater context.
If the media does want to make comparisons, consider this:
The energy consumption of “always on” electrical devices in
the U.S. alone is 12x more than that of the Bitcoin network.
How many small countries would that make up? Below are two
more examples.
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Bitcoin vs. Christmas Lights

Slow by Design

According to Phys.org, Christmas lights put on trees,
rooftops and residences consume 6.63 billion kilowatthours of electricity each year, which exceeds the
energy use of countries like El Salvador and Ethiopia.
It is more beneficial to spend energy on keeping the
Bitcoin network running and stable via ASIC mining
than spending a greater amount of energy powering
Christmas lights, yet the criticism of holiday energy use
seems far more muted.

A common criticism of Bitcoin is that the network’s
transaction throughput is extremely slow. This is not
misinformation as much as it is misunderstanding.
To remain fully decentralized, the Bitcoin base layer
requires all transactions to be confirmed and then
propagated to all network participants. Due to this
design constraint, the Bitcoin network can process no
more than a few hundred thousand transactions per
day. This equates to approximately five transactions per
second, and it limits the network’s utility as a medium
of exchange like Visa and Mastercard for everyday
transactions. Still, new technologies continue to elevate
Bitcoin and suggest the slower transaction times and
higher energy use are unlikely to last.

Bitcoin vs. Natural Gas Flaring
Remember natural gas flaring? If we’re going to use
national energy use as a barometer, the World Bank
says “the amount of gas that is currently flared each
year… could power the whole of sub-Saharan Africa.”
Imagine the positive global impact that could come
from fossil fuel companies making the same effort
to utilize natural gas that Bitcoin miners do to use
renewable energy.
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For example, the Lightning Network is a lightweight
software solution that enables Bitcoin transactions
to settle instantly and with negligible fees. This peerto-peer second layer solution operates on top of the
Bitcoin blockchain, reducing energy consumption
and processing speeds by removing the consensus
requirement. This allows transaction processing to
scale up with less energy use while maintaining its
security and decentralization. The Lightning Network
has the potential to process billions of transactions
per second, a significant advantage over conventional
networks, and epitomizes the innovative effort to
maximize Bitcoin’s potential and further reduce its
carbon footprint.
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The Value of Bitcoin
Bitcoin's value includes the removal of central control
over monetary supply and transaction censorship. This
open, free and distributed digital monetary system has
the potential to significantly improve the quality of life
for people all around the world.

“My thinking now is that Bitcoin does not,
in fact, waste computational work at all —
instead it works hard to deliver the most value
possible from that computational work."
Satoshi Nakamoto
Bitcoin founder

“Bitcoin has value not from all being friends
or having common views, but from society
needing functioning money. So even lifephilosophy enemies can be mutually excited
about permissionless censor-resistant freemarket money, agreeing it has a very positive
societal impact & value.”
Adam Back
Cypherpunk and inventor of Hash Cash
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“Whether you feel Bitcoin has a valid claim on
society’s resources boils down to how much
value you think Bitcoin creates for society.”
Nic Carter
Partner at Castle Island Ventures

“Bitcoin is a super commodity, minted from
energy, the fundamental commodity of the
universe. PoW transmutes electricity into
digital gold. The fact that PoW is ‘costly’ is a
feature, not a bug.”

“Never in the history of the world had it
been possible to transfer value between
distant peoples without relying on a trusted
intermediary, such as a bank or government.”

Dan Held
Director of Growth Marketing at Kraken

Vijay Boyapati
Author of The Bullish Case for Bitcoin
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Conclusion

Bitcoin requires energy. At OpenNode, we believe Bitcoin matters
for the future, and its value justifies the material energy required to
secure it. We also believe mining incentives and more sustainable
energy sources play a significant role in the type of energy that
will be sourced as Bitcoin develops.
As a payment network, Bitcoin and the Lightning Network offer
instant, lowest-cost payments free of intermediaries, censorship
and fraud. Growth of the Bitcoin economy means access to a
monetary system that is decentralized and provably fair. It
means providing hope to people who have been excluded from
the traditional system. Lastly, it means the mission is important
enough to continue on the path and focus on improvements to a
system that's incredibly promising even if not yet perfect.

39-73%

of Bitcoin’s energy
consumption is carbon neutral

~0.5%

of the world’s energy is
consumed by Bitcoin
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About
OpenNode
Bitcoin Payments at the Speed of Now
OpenNode is a Bitcoin payments company. Founded in 2018,
OpenNode provides Bitcoin and Lightning Network-powered
payments and payouts to businesses everywhere. They offer
everything from simple, no-code solutions to hosted checkout,
e-commerce plug-ins, and APIs for custom integrations.
OpenNode supports settlement in major currencies and provides
businesses controlled exposure to Bitcoin, removing complexity
and risk. With OpenNode, businesses and their customers receive
the true benefits of instant, lowest cost payments made possible
by Bitcoin, the world’s only global, decentralized payment network.
Learn More
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